
                             

                              



Bumfy by Humzah Butt

Humzah is a Business and Technology of Fashion undergraduate at New York City College of 

Technology. He prides himself in helping others, being professional and also striving to live his 

best life each and every day. There are far too many occurrences nowadays where people see 

their lives pass away from them without experiencing what the world has to offer due to them 

getting sucked into a daily routine. Hearing people say how they hate their 9 to 5 job led him to 

pursue another path which didn’t involve him ending up like those people. Humzah wants to 

work for a company that would value his skills and past experiences in the work place. His 

mission is to deliver high quality services through his abilities of accurate calculations as well as 

staying genuine and kind to those around him and always maintaining a professional manner in 

all environments. Humzah works hard and makes sure to strive to be the best at everything he 

does. One of the best qualities for one to have is the willingness to help others without asking for

anything in return and Humzah has honed that quality very well which gives him a great path of 

becoming a manager. After several calculations, Humzah’s price per hour is 27.00 dollars per 

hour. 

Some of the goals that Humzah has set for himself is to attend graduate school after the 

completion of his Baccalaureate, get a full-time well-paying job and to eventually start and settle 

down with a family of his own. But before that happens, Humzah wants to secure a job within 

the field of management and business analytics. 

Mission:

Humzah Butt’s mission is to deliver high quality services through his abilities of accurate 

calculations. He also stays genuine and kind to those around him while maintaining a 

professional manner in all environments. His plan is to contribute to the best of his abilities to 
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any project he is assigned to. He will use all his knowledge as well as his sheer determination to 

make sure he gets the best results for the company. His pledge to effortless leadership will in turn

lead to positive end results for any business.

Goals: 

- To complete Baccalaureate and attend graduate school in fall of 2020. Attending graduate

school will develop Humzah’s knowledge and skills as well as help gain experience in his

respective field through internships and possible research projects.

- To get a well-paying job in the management field that satisfies his needs and has a long 

career outlook

- Have a happy work-life balance as well as starting a family and creating memories with 

them

- Starting a non-profit in support of 3rd world countries and helping them with aid packages

filled with vaccinations as well as weekly rations 

- Expand professional knowledge training and skills regarding the business field

- Improving on presentation skills when presenting in front of a large crowd

- Gain new experiences through exploring and moving out of comfort zone.

Objectives:

- Becoming an Investment banker for a top financial institution

- Expanding family’s business to e-commerce as well as building and managing locations 

at an international level
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- Having enough of a cash flow that would help start a scholarship for immigrant students 

with a passion and a dream.

- Being consistent with a gym regimen that would result in gaining 20 pounds of muscle

Competitive Advantage: 

Humzah has a competitive advantage over others when it comes to the business field because he 

has a hard worker’s mentality as well as being well knowledgeable in the business field. For the 

last two years, he has helped manage a bodega whose yearly net sales is well over a quarter of a 

million dollars while attending school full-time. Also within the business field, Humzah will 

have obtained his Baccalaureate degree which will put him ahead a heavy percent of individuals 

who have yet to complete that aspect of their lives. 

SWOT:

Strength: Several years of job experience, selflessness, avid learner, determination/motivation to 

succeed 

Weakness: Can become unorganized at times when multiple tasks are given at once, clouded 

judgement when trying to excel at a task, make sudden decisions before receiving full 

information 

Opportunity: Obtaining high positions within a company with roles such as marketing manager, 

senior financial analyst, senior budget analyst

Threat: Other qualified personnel within the company 
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